
3D Printing 101



Agenda

○ Icebreaker
○ What is it?
○ How does it work?
○ Applications
○ On Campus Options
○ Make your own Keychain



Dear NSBae
A Light “Heart”ed Icebreaker



The Rules

1. Divide into groups of 2-3 people.
2. Your group has 5 minutes to write a love letter to your 

NSBae using the conversation hearts on the next slide.
3. Your letter must begin “Dear NSBae” and end “Yours 

truly” (signed by everyone in that group).
4. You must use the words on the hearts in a sentence.
5. You can use more than one heart in a sentence.
6. The words on the heart can be at the beginning, 

middle or end of the sentence.
7. The group who uses the most conversation hearts will 

win. (If there is a tie, we will vote on our favorite love 
letter.)



Example

Dear NSBae,

My “heart beat”s fast when I think of you.  “Call me” if you 
want to go to the next Innogators meeting together. I’m 
sure if we’re together everything will “be good”.  “I 
wonder” if I shoot my shot, will it go in?  “It’s true,” I want to 
be your NSBae “forever” because we have such a “good 
time”!

Yours Truly,

Cam and TJ





3D Printing



What is It?

○ Method of additive manufacturing

○ Used in almost every industry

○ “The action or process of making a physical 
object from a three-dimensional digital 
model, typically by laying down many thin 
layers of a material in succession.”



Workflow
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Types
○ FDM - Fused Deposition Modeling

○ SLA - Stereolithography

○ SLS - Selective Laser Sintering



Types FDM

○ “Robotic hot glue gun”
○ Uses cartesian 

coordinates (XYZ)
○ Most common and 

cost effective type
○ PLA and ABS

SLA

○ Uses a laser 
and liquid resin 
to create really 
smooth parts

○ Expensive

SLS

○ Melts powdered material 
to create complex 
structures with even 
finer lines than SLA

○ $$$$$$$
○ Common materials

◦ Nylon
◦ Metals



Applications



Applications: 
College/Small 
Scale

○ Personal Projects
◦ DIY 
◦ Repairs 
◦ Inventions
◦ Cosplay

○ Design Teams

○ Making Community
◦ Community of tech DIYers
◦ Youtube/Forums/Conventions 

(Makerfaire)



On 
Campus 
Options

○ College of Engineering Students 
◦ Take EML 2023 (Solidworks ((Take with Crane)))

◦ Part of Curriculum for MAE department
◦ Gives access to 3D printers in MAE-B

○ Marston Science Library
◦ Rent a 3D printer for 7 days (free)
◦ Or submit part online (not free)

○ InnoGators

○ Take Engineering Design and Society (EGN 2020C)

○ Infinity Hall Fab Lab



Applications:
Industry/Large 
Scale

○ Prototyping

○ Complex designs that can’t be 
manufactured by traditional methods 
◦ SpaceX Draco Engine
◦ Custom jigs and fixtures 
◦ Tissue

○ Marketing strategy to increase prices 👀

○ Education



3D Modeling



What is It?

○ AKA
◦ CAD - Computer Aided Drawings
◦ Solid Modeling
◦ 3D Graphics

○ A way to graphically represent something in 3D 
using specialized software

○ Drawing in 3D

Like this, but 
with a keyboard 
and mouse



Common 
Software



Common sketch shapes:  Line, Circle, Rectangle, Arc, Spline



Extrusions

Common extrude methods: Extrude, Revolve, Loft, Shell



Finishing

Fillet                                                                  Chamfer 



Success/Advice 
for CAD

○ Practice

○ Make things that you see everyday or are 
interested in 

○ Learn to think in 3D



Make Your Own 
Keychain



Make Your 
Own 
Keychain

○ Sketch - based platform

○ Everything saves in the cloud

○ Free


